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SUBMISSION RE CHILD PROTECTION INQUIRY 

from Katharine Anderson 

Mother of Nellie Gee. I I I I 2/89 , died by suicide, 9/1/05, inpatient Austin CA MHS 

SSSc: SSW (unimelb) . scientist/social worker. 

My submission is very simple. 

DHS CP workers must be PROFESSIONAL, as in properly trained, competent, honest and well intentioned. 

From coal face to regional management. in my direct experience over 30 years, unfortunately, they are nothing of the sort. 

I believe that they are--., and, as with the Victorian drug squad, past redemption . You need to start from scratch to rebuild a 
professional body. I know that you will not. 

Ombudsman Victoria does not fulfil! it's legal obligation to investigate complaints. OHS CP know this. There are no checks and 
balances. 

The Child Safety Commission/. similarly fails . 

Please ••••• tvC)fmore detailed information and photos of the torture ignored by DHS CP, Preston. 

Consequently I will do the following; 

1/. I will set up another web site and publish the entire : 

STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES FOR PROTECTIVE WORKERS. 

This will enable people in contact with CP workers to find out for themselves, what is supposed to be going on. While my information 
may be a little out of date, it will be a good reference point to start from. If there are changes, the CP worker will have to prove it! This 
may keep some of the honest. 

Assange will take this up when he has time to. 

2/. ) will appeal to the Minister to amend the _Child Death Inquiry Report , re my darling Nell , as is my legal right. 

The author of this report has refused to withdraw it. The Child Safety Commissioner has refused to withdraw it, despite it ignoring 
mandatory requirements and being grossly and deliberately, inaccurate, misleading and defamatory (can't sue, they hide behind 
priVilege)( , ) 

When ...-efuses my requested amendments, ! will see her at VCAT. There will be no confidential conferences. It will all be very 
public. I will make sure that every single media contact I have, knows about it. 

_has publicly and privately backed the Commission/er; let's see what happens when put to the test of public scrutiny. 

Trial by "ordeal " wa,;,banned by a Pope, back in the 13th Century. It's time for DHS CP to act professionally ..... to do their job! , not put 
famil ies through the ringer and then stand back when no idea what to do and allow torture of a child ... . to death. 
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